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ii  Chab%Dai%Charter:%Assessment%Tool&!!!!!
Chab% Dai% Charter% Assessment% Tool:%Commitment% to% Excellence% in% Protection,%
Collaboration,%Participation,%&%Transparency.%
!





The! Chab% Dai% Charter% Assessment% Tool! was! designed! to! be! facilitated! using! the!



































































the! input! of!many! talented! and!dedicated! people! and! organizations!who! saw! the!
possibility!of!this!ambitious!vision!to!greater!impact!the!lives!of!those!we!work!with.!!
Special! thanks! for!many! hours! of!work! and! input! go! to!Milet!Goddard! and! those!
within! our! own! team:! Aimee! Brammer,! Nal! Sithy,! Um! Samol,!Mith! Sokha,! Tania!
DoCarmo,! and! Glenn! Miles.! !We! would! also! like! to! thank! the! staff! of! member!
organizations!who!gave!their!time!and!energy!to!be!part!of!the!pilot!and!feedback!
groupsX! Freedom! Cambodia,! Genesis! Community! Transformation,! Hope! for! Life,!
International! Justice! Mission,! Kone! Kmeng,! Mercy! Teams! International,! Mother’s!
Heart,! Precious! Women,! Prison! Fellowship! Cambodia,! Rapha! House,! Transitions!
Global,!and!World!Hope.!!
Finally,! we! would! like! to! thank! the! 35! member! organizations! who! have! already!



























abuse,! exploitation! and! trafficking! by! working! together! and! providing!
opportunities!for!learning!and!collective!impact.!
• ADVOCACY% FOR% JUSTICE% –! We! believe! partnership! in! coalition! creates!
more! collaboration! and! a! greater! voice! for! advocacy! and! enables!
organizations!to!support!one!another!more!effectively.!
• SUPPORT% FOR% STRENGTH! –! Working! together! enables! us! to! keep! our!
individual!identities!while!also!supporting!one!another!in!the!common!issues!
we!face.!






































































In! 2010,! Chab! Dai! recognized! the! need! for! a! Code! of! Conduct,! or! an! outlined!
summary!of!values!agreed!upon!by!all!members!of!the!coalition.!The!first!draft,!put!
together!in!early!2011,!was!a!simple!outline!of!Chab!Dai’s!expectation!for!members.!
What!they!could!expect! in! return!for!being!a!member!of!Chab!Dai!was!outlined! in!
the!Chab!Dai!Member!Packs.!!
In!April!2011,!the!Code!of!Conduct!expanded!into!what!is!now!the!Chab!Dai!Charter.!!
The!decision! to! develop! a!Charter!was! informed!and!based!on!our! understanding!
that! our! members! were! looking! for! a! holistic! framework! that! could! assess! and!
highlight!various!aspects!of!their!work,!including:!providing!staff!care,!relationshipX
building!with!other!members,!and!compliance!with!national!and!international!laws.!
Therefore,!what! is!now!known!as! the!Chab!Dai!Charter!outlines! 15!principles! that!




identify! tangible! ways! members! could! achieve! or! monitor! their! commitment! to!
achieving! them.! ! Thus,! Chab! Dai! created! a! supplemental! Charter! Implementation!
Tool! (now!the!Charter!Assessment!Tool)!to!accompany!the!Charter!Principles.! !This!
list!of!85!action!points!practically!outlines!what!each!principle!looks!like!in!action.!To!
include! a! holistic! approach! to! reaching! excellence,! the! action! points!were! further!





member!meetings,! a! series! of!member! visits! across! Cambodia,! and! subsequently!
through!member!pilot!groups!that!focused!on!evaluating!this!Assessment!Tool!and!
Implementation!plan.!!!
The! overall! response! from!members! has! been! very! positive.! Members! who! have!
signed!the!Charter!see!it!as!an!opportunity!to!seek!external!accountability!for!antiX
trafficking! activities! in! Cambodia;! and! recognize! the! potential! of! the! program! to!









Today! the! Chab! Dai! Charter! integrates! Chab! Dai’s! three! Coalition! Program!
activities:! ! Jeut! Nung! Dai,! Doorsteps,! and! Learning! Community.! ! The! individual!




During! the! next! two! years,! the! progress! towards! achieving! excellence! will! be!






• Be! better! informed! about! how! to!
build! the! technical! skills! of!
Cambodian!national!staff%
• Benefit! from! an! increased! collective!
understanding! of! trafficking! trends!
and!emerging!issues;!and!%
• Continue! to! build! trust! with! other!








end! sexual! abuse! and! trafficking,! and! continue! to! raise! the! standard! of! care! in!
programs!throughout!Cambodia.!!
An% excerpt% from% the% Charter, Principles:% ‘Inspired% and% motivated% by% our% faith% we%


















pursuit! of! excellence,! so! that! communities,! and! survivors! communities! atXrisk! of!






















detail! how! antiXtrafficking! organizations! can! meet! the! enormous! challenge! of!
providing! quality! care! for! survivors! of! trafficking,! abuse! and! exploitation.! !Good!
organizations!will!become!better!as!they!strive!to!implement!the!principles!set!forth!
in!the!Charter.!!
From! a! donor's! perspective,! the! Charter! provides! a! standard! for! assessing! and!






























































































The!Charter! Self!Assessment!Tool! uses! a! participatory! process! of! scoring! so! each!
member! staff! has! a! voice! in! the! assessment! process.! ! This! allows! for! a! relative%
scoring! system! depending! on! the! size! and! the! maturity! of! the! implementing!























Why% is% it% important% for% my% organization% to% complete% the%
Assessment%Tool?%%!
Completing! the! Assessment! Tool! is! an! organization’s! first! step! towards!
demonstrating! their! commitment! to! excellence.! The! assessment! will! help! an!












How% can% the% Assessment% Tool% be% implemented% in% my%
organization?!
To!maintain!consistency!in!Assessment!
scores! among! all! Chab! Dai! Charter!
Members,!Chab!Dai!team!members!will!
facilitate! the! process! in! cooperation!
with! each! organization’s! leadership!
team.!!Estimated%Time:%Two%to%three%full%
days.%!
It! is! ideal! to! implement! the! tool! in! a!
participatory! manner! with! the!
involvement!of! all! the! relevant! staff! in!
the! organization! or! in! a! program! (if!




of! service! in! the! organization! and!
gender! balance,! is! ideal! during! the!
completion! of! the! Assessment.! The!
ideal! option! encourages! the!
organization! to! gather! different! ideas,!
for!the!staff!to!express!their!voice,!and!
for! the! leadership! of! the! organization!
to!listen!to!their!voices.!!
The!participatory!process!also!allows!all!members!of!staff!to!maintain!ownership!of!






Directors% and% Managers% play% an%
important% role% in% the% assessment%
period.% They% help% to% create% an%
atmosphere% of% honesty,% and% have% the%
responsibility% to% see% that% decisions%
discussed% as% a% team% during% the%




understanding% of% the% indicators% in%
relation%to%the%organization’s%situation%
and% therefore% may% result% in%
inconsistent% scoring.% It% is% important%
that% there% is% time% allotted% to% allow%
staff% to% clarify% their% understanding%
before%the%group%scoring%is%finalized.%










will! also! be! an! opportunity! for! the! facilitator! to! hear! what! dynamics! your!
organization!leaders!already!acknowledge!within!their!organization.!!
2. Organize!assessment!logistics,!including!when!the!assessment!will!be,!where!
the! assessment! will! be! facilitated,! and! which! staff! will! be! included! in! the!
assessment.!
PART%2:%ASSESSMENT:!A!team!of!one!or!two!Chab!Dai!facilitators!will!conduct!the!
process!of! using! the!Assessment!Tool!within! each!organization!according! to! their!
culture!and!time!limitations.!!
PART%3:%FOLLOWaUP%SUPPORT:!Chab!Dai!facilitators!will!conduct!a!followXup!visit!
to! each!organization!within! a!month!of! conducting! the! assessment!process.! ! This!





The! ideal! time! to! facilitate! the! Assessment! Tool! is! during! your! organization’s!
strategic! planning! process! or! before! submitting! your! plan! or! budget! proposal! to!
your! donors.! We! understand! that! time,! resources,! and! money! are! necessary! to!
make! longXterm!changes,!but!would! like! to! suggest! that! it! is!worth! it! in! the! longX
term.! !NOTE:%The% initial%Assessment%Process% for%Charter%Members%must% be% between%
December%2011%and%March%2012.%!
!
What% will% the% Charter% Assessment% Tool% help% my%
organization%achieve?%!






We! believe! that! the! best! part! of! being! part! of! a! coalition! is! having! access! to!







































































Each! staff! member! will! be! given! a! copy! of! the! Assessment! Tool! for! individual!
scoring.!!Participant!Workbooks!will!be!given!to!the!leadership!team!during!the!PreX
Consultation!Meeting.!We!suggest! the!worksheets!be!given! to! staff!participants!a!
few!days!before!the!workshop!so!they!have!sufficient!time!to!read!and!think!about!
the!indicators.!!





STEP 2.% TRANSFER& INDIVIDUAL& SCORES& TO& GROUP& SUMMARY&
SCORE&SHEET&%
Once! each! individual! has! completed! his! or! her! scoring! each! staff!member!will! be!
asked! to! transfer! their! individual! scores! to! the! large!Group% Summary% Score% Sheet!
posted!on! the!wall.!Totals!will! then!be!added!up!and! recorded! for!documentation!
20 Chab%Dai%Charter:%Assessment%Tool&!





OPTIONAL:! Facilitators! will! guide! the! staff! through! the! use! of! the! Visual% Tree%
Scoring% Sheet,! which! makes! it! easy! to! see! in! what! areas! the! organization! is!
emerging,! growing,! and! maturing.! ! Refer! to! the! Participants% Workbook! for!
worksheet.!!
%
STEP 4.% IDENTIFY& AREAS& TO& CELEBRATE& && IDENTIFY& AREAS& FOR&
IMPROVEMENT&
Once! both! the!Group!Summary!Score!Sheet! and! the!Visual% Tree!Scoring!Sheet! are!
completed,! the! facilitator! will! help! staff! to! identify! areas! for! celebration! and!
improvement!using!the!Improvement%Action%Planning%Worksheet.!!
%
STEP 5.  COMPLETE&THE&IMPROVEMENT&ACTION&PLAN&WORKSHEET&&
Based!on!the!areas!of! improvement! identified! in! the! Improvement%Action%Planning%
Worksheet% in! Step! 4,! the! staff! will! create! improvement! objectives! and! actions! to!
meet! each! objective.! The! Resource% Summary% Sheet% can! be! used! to! assist!
organizations!identify!needed!resources.!
NOTE:%The%first%year%Improvement%Action%Plan%will%be%collected%by%Chab%Dai%by%1%April%






What%Results%should%my%organization%send%to%Chab%Dai?%%Chab! Dai!will! collect! the!Group& Summary& Score& Sheet& and! the! Improvement&















































































































































































Summary of Scoring Definitions
Not Yet Planted:
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*%*"'%#)+#,(*-.$%$'*% /0%*"'%$*()+(.+$%(.'%!"#$ %&'('!#$ #) %*"'%
-.1()#2(3-)4!
Emerging: 
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*% *"' %#)+#,(*-.$ %$'*% /0% *"' %$*()+(.+$ %(.'%)'*+!!+!*$ #"$ )'$
(''!!"#!+!$#,'+&$+!+-./$(#.*'$"0$)'+!*$+1%/'1'!#'2%#)%*"'%-.1()#2(3-)4!
Growing:
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*% *"'%#)+#,(*-.$ %$'*%/0!*"'%$*()+(.+$ %.&'$'(#.)/+(,'2$.!2$+!$
"!3*"+!*$+1%/'1'!#.-"!!/0%*"'%-.1()#2(3-)4
Maturing:



















‣ Commitment Focus Area - Indicators have been grouped for easy reference
‣ Charter Principle Objective # - References one of the 15 principles for each 
indicator
‣ Charter Implementation Indicators 
 Bold = Foundational (required to be scored)
 Not Bold = Ideal (not required to be scored, but encouraged)
‣  How is your organization doing in this area? - Refer to Summary of Score 
Definitions below
‣ Comment on what your organization is already doing well - List how the 
indicator is being currently implemented
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Group Summary Score  Sheet:  PROTECTION !
Use!this!Summary!Sheet!to!record!the!number!of!staff!who!each!indicator!either!“Not!Yet!

















% % % %
b.%Signed%Contract% % % % %
c.%General%working%
condition%




d.%Staff%Care%PlansPPTSD% % % % %
e.%Competent/qualified%
technical%staff%
% % % %
f.%%Continuing%staff%
development%
% % % %
g.%%Social%Security%benefits% % % % %
h.%%Health%insurance% ]]& ]]& ]]& ]]&
i.%%Protection%of%staff%from%
abuse%
% % % %
j.%Safe%and%clean%working%
condition%
% % % %
k.%Health%and%Safety%
guidelines%











% % % %
n.%Appropriate%salaries% % % % %
o.%%Confidentiality%of%
personnel%files%






p.%CPP%training%and%review%% % % % %
q.%%Safety%of%staff%in%
reporting%




% % % %
s.%Staff%aware%on%how%to%
keep%children%safe%



























% % % %
b.%Staff%and%volunteers%
background%check%
% % % %
c.%Children%educated%on%
CPP%
















% % % %
g.%Risk%assessment%of%
children%in%communities%
% % % %
h.%Keep%best%interest%of%
children%in%mind%








% % % %
j.%Respect%confidentiality%
and%dignity%of%individual%
% % % %
k.%Informed%consent%from%
children%
% % % %
l.%Confidentiality%of%
internal%client%information%









% % % %
b.%Reports%suspected%
offenses%of%members%






% % % %
d.%Keep%contact%info%of%
members%confidential%









% % % %
b.%Encourage%donor%to%






% % % %
d.%Permission%from%donor%
before%using%donor’s%logo%




e.%Agreement%with%Donors%% ]]% ]]% ]]% ]]%
f.%Give%situational%analysis%
to%donors%



















Improvement Action  Planning Worksheet:  PROTECTION  !
Once!the!scoring!phase!is!complete,!refer!to!the!Group!Summary!Score!Sheet!and!discuss!as!
an! entire! staff! or! in! small! groups! areas! to! celebrate! and! areas! for! improvement.! NOTE:!
Improvement!Action!Plans!will!be!based!on!the!identified!areas!for!improvement.!!







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Create a Child Protection 
Policy
a.  Create a Child Protection Policy
Time to draft policy
Director
EX
Create a Child Protection 
Policy





















































































Team%Members% % % % % %
Chab%Dai%Members% % % % % %
Focus%Forums% % % % % %
Community% % % % % %
Training%Bodies% % % % % %
Government% % % % % %
% % % % % %












































































Summary of Scoring Definitions
Not Yet Planted:
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*%*"'%#)+#,(*-.$%$'*% /0%*"'%$*()+(.+$%(.'%!"#$ %&'('!#$ #) %*"'%
-.1()#2(3-)4!
Emerging: 
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*% *"' %#)+#,(*-.$ %$'*% /0% *"' %$*()+(.+$ %(.'%)'*+!!+!*$ #"$ )'$
(''!!"#!+!$#,'+&$+!+-./$(#.*'$"0$)'+!*$+1%/'1'!#'2%#)%*"'%-.1()#2(3-)4!
Growing:
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*% *"'%#)+#,(*-.$ %$'*%/0!*"'%$*()+(.+$ %.&'$'(#.)/+(,'2$.!2$+!$
"!3*"+!*$+1%/'1'!#.-"!!/0%*"'%-.1()#2(3-)4
Maturing:



















‣ Commitment Focus Area - Indicators have been grouped for easy reference
‣ Charter Principle Objective # - References one of the 15 principles for each 
indicator
‣ Charter Implementation Indicators 
 Bold = Foundational (required to be scored)
 Not Bold = Ideal (not required to be scored, but encouraged)
‣  How is your organization doing in this area? - Refer to Summary of Score 
Definitions below
‣ Comment on what your organization is already doing well - List how the 
indicator is being currently implemented
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Group Summary Score Sheet:  COLLABORATION  















% % % %
b.%Opportunities%to%expose%staff%to%other%
job%roles%






% % % %
b.%Need%assessment%with%community%
before%starting%a%new%project%







% % % %
b.%Establish%MOU%between%partners% ]]& ]]& ]]& ]]&
c.%Sharing%of%relevant%information%about%
clients% ]]& ]]& ]]& ]]&
d.%MOUs%established%between%members%
and%referrals%





e.%Resolving%conflict%in%a%Biblical%Manner% % % % %
f.%Organization%aims%to%be%inclusive% % % % %
g.%Works%with%diverse%form%of%partners% ]]% ]]% ]]% ]]%
h.%Members%visit%other%Chab%Dai%member%





information% % % % %
j.%%Provide%regular%updates%to%Chab%Dai% % % % %
k.%Respond%to%Chab%Dai%member%%ePmails%




l.%Attend%Chab%Dai%biPannual%meetings% % % % %
m.%Participate%in%appropriate%forum%and%
















government% % % % %
b.%Keep%informed%of%new%legislation,%
policies%laws,%et.% % % % %
c.%Staff%inform%and%seek%participation%from%
local%govt.% % % % %






Improvement Action  Planning Worksheet:  
COLLABORATION  !
Once!the!scoring!phase!is!complete,!refer!to!the!Group%Summary!Score!Sheet!and!discuss!as!
an! entire! staff! or! in! small! groups! areas! to! celebrate! and! areas! for! improvement.! NOTE:!
Improvement!Action!Plans!will!be!based!on!the!identified!areas!for!improvement.!!















































Create a Child Protection 
Policy
a.  Create a Child Protection Policy
Time to draft policy
Director
EX
Create a Child Protection 
Policy







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Team%Members% % % % % %
Chab%Dai%Members% % % % % %
Focus%Forums% % % % % %
Community% % % % % %
Training%Bodies% % % % % %
Government% % % % % %
% % % % % %











































































































Summary of Scoring Definitions
Not Yet Planted:
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*%*"'%#)+#,(*-.$%$'*% /0%*"'%$*()+(.+$%(.'%!"#$ %&'('!#$ #) %*"'%
-.1()#2(3-)4!
Emerging: 
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*% *"' %#)+#,(*-.$ %$'*% /0% *"' %$*()+(.+$ %(.'%)'*+!!+!*$ #"$ )'$
(''!!"#!+!$#,'+&$+!+-./$(#.*'$"0$)'+!*$+1%/'1'!#'2%#)%*"'%-.1()#2(3-)4!
Growing:
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*% *"'%#)+#,(*-.$ %$'*%/0!*"'%$*()+(.+$ %.&'$'(#.)/+(,'2$.!2$+!$
"!3*"+!*$+1%/'1'!#.-"!!/0%*"'%-.1()#2(3-)4
Maturing:



















‣ Commitment Focus Area - Indicators have been grouped for easy reference
‣ Charter Principle Objective # - References one of the 15 principles for each 
indicator
‣ Charter Implementation Indicators 
 Bold = Foundational (required to be scored)
 Not Bold = Ideal (not required to be scored, but encouraged)
‣  How is your organization doing in this area? - Refer to Summary of Score 
Definitions below
‣ Comment on what your organization is already doing well - List how the 
indicator is being currently implemented
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Group Summary Score  Sheet:  PARTICIPATION 






















b.%On%going%staff%development% % % % %
c.%Annual%performance%evaluation% % % % %
d.%Leaders%motivate%staff% % % % %
e.%Leasers%and%managers%listen%to%
ideas%of%staff%
% % % %
f.%Create%safe%atmosphere%for%all%staff% % % % %
g.%Empowers%local%staff%with%
leadership%potential% _% _% _% _%
h.%Leaders%encourage%participatory%











% % % %
c.%Creates%opportunities%to%empower%






% % % %
e.%Involvement%of%children%in%planning%
and%implementation%of%program% _% _% _% _%
f.%Support%clients%and%communities%to%
share%ideas%
% % % %
g.%Involvement%of%family%in%decision%
for%referrals%







% % % %
b.%Actively%seek%constructive%feedback%
from%other%members%


























































Improvement Action  Planning Worksheet:  
PARTICIPATION  !
Once!the!scoring!phase!is!complete,!refer!to!the!Group%Summary!Score!Sheet!and!discuss!as!
an! entire! staff! or! in! small! groups! areas! to! celebrate! and! areas! for! improvement.!NOTE:!
Improvement!Action!Plans!will!be!based!on!the!identified!areas!for!improvement.!!












































Create a Child Protection 
Policy
a.  Create a Child Protection Policy
Time to draft policy
Director
EX
Create a Child Protection 
Policy























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Team%Members% % % % % %
Chab%Dai%Members% % % % % %
Focus%Forums% % % % % %
Community% % % % % %
Training%Bodies% % % % % %
Government% % % % % %
% % % % % %















































































































































Summary of Scoring Definitions
Not Yet Planted:
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*%*"'%#)+#,(*-.$%$'*% /0%*"'%$*()+(.+$%(.'%!"#$ %&'('!#$ #) %*"'%
-.1()#2(3-)4!
Emerging: 
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*% *"' %#)+#,(*-.$ %$'*% /0% *"' %$*()+(.+$ %(.'%)'*+!!+!*$ #"$ )'$
(''!!"#!+!$#,'+&$+!+-./$(#.*'$"0$)'+!*$+1%/'1'!#'2%#)%*"'%-.1()#2(3-)4!
Growing:
!"#$ %&'()$ %*"(*% *"'%#)+#,(*-.$ %$'*%/0!*"'%$*()+(.+$ %.&'$'(#.)/+(,'2$.!2$+!$
"!3*"+!*$+1%/'1'!#.-"!!/0%*"'%-.1()#2(3-)4
Maturing:



















‣ Commitment Focus Area - Indicators have been grouped for easy reference
‣ Charter Principle Objective # - References one of the 15 principles for each 
indicator
‣ Charter Implementation Indicators 
 Bold = Foundational (required to be scored)
 Not Bold = Ideal (not required to be scored, but encouraged)
‣  How is your organization doing in this area? - Refer to Summary of Score 
Definitions below
‣ Comment on what your organization is already doing well - List how the 
indicator is being currently implemented
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Group Summary Score Sheet:  TRANSPARENCY 
Use%this%Summary%Sheet%to%record%the%number%of%staff%who%each%indicator%either%“Not%Yet%














a.%%Establish%a%functioning%governing%body% % % % %








% % % %
d.%Staff%informed%about%penalties%for%
breaching%Child%Protection%Policies%(CPP)%
% % % %
e.%Include%CPP%penalties%in%contracts%or%
policy%














































b.%Regular%external%financial%audit% % % % %
c.%Implement%financial%policies%and%
procedures%
% % % %
d.%Assets%register%and%supporting%
documents%for%transactions%




e.%Not%donorPdriven%but%visionPdriven% % % % %
f.%Need%assessment%in%community%before%
implementing%new%project%







% % % %
h.%Share%monitoring%and%evaluation%
reports%with%donors%













b.%Report%regularly%to%the%line%ministry% % % % %
c.%Inform%families%and%DoSAVY%staff%about%
reintegration%and%follow%up%










































Improvement Action  Planning Worksheet:  
TRANSPARENCY  !
Once!the!scoring!phase!is!complete,!refer!to!the!Group%Summary!Score!Sheet!and!discuss!as!
an! entire! staff! or! in! small! groups! areas! to! celebrate! and! areas! for! improvement.! NOTE:!
Improvement!Action!Plans!will!be!based!on!the!identified!areas!for!improvement.!!










































Create a Child Protection 
Policy
a.  Create a Child Protection Policy
Time to draft policy
Director
EX
Create a Child Protection 
Policy














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Team%Members% % % % % %
Chab%Dai%Members% % % % % %
Focus%Forums% % % % % %
Community% % % % % %
Training%Bodies% % % % % %
Government% % % % % %
% % % % % %

































































































































































































































CHECKLIST FOR THE 
PRAKAS ON MINIMUM STANDARDS ON RESIDENTIAL                
CARE FOR CHILDREN 
 
WELFARE AND DEVELOPMENT 
√ Health, Hygiene, Clothing and Food 
 Immunizations available to all children 
 Dental care provided 
 Safe drinking water 
 Clean glasses for each child 
 At least three meals per day 
 Nutritious food and protein every day (meat, fish, soy bean, 
carbohydrate, cereal, vegetables, etc.) 
 Special nutrition provided for children with special needs or 
diet restrictions 
 First aid kit available 
 Staff trained in First aid 
 Enough water for all children to bathe every day 
 Soap, towel, toothpaste & personal toothbrush for all children 
 Adequate sleeping materials provided (mat, pillow, blanket, 
mosquito net) 
 Each child has at least: two sets of regular clothes, one school 
uniform, pair of shoes, socks and flip flops every 6 months, 
replaced if in bad condition or stolen 
 Clear information provided on how, when and why medicines 
are used at age-appropriate levels 
 Clear information provided on cleaning principles, personal and 
living hygiene, and food preparation 
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√ Social and Cultural Development 
 Children are free to express their emotions, thoughts, ideas 
and creativity 
 Children given opportunities to participate in religious, 
educational and social activities organised in the community or 
by the facility 
 Children given opportunities to participate in age-appropriate 
recreational activities with children from the surrounding 
community 
 Children given adequate time for safe sport, leisure, recreation, 
cultural, art and traditional activities, and appropriate facilities 
for children with disabilities 
 Children have the right to know and assert their identity 
including name, ethnicity, nationality, religion and languages, 
and full right to choose their own religion without any 
discrimination 
 Children are not forced to profess any religion in exchange for 
care (i.e. Bible studies not obligatory for beneficiaries) 
 Children are educated and given advice to respect the beliefs, 
religion, culture and tradition of others 
 Counsellors available for children who have gone through 
trauma 
 Children encouraged to form love and emotional attachment 
with other children without any coercion  
 Children encouraged to maintain contact with their biological 
parents, relatives or friends and community under the 
supervision of the facility, if the contact (face-to-face or 
telephone) does not place the children at risk of harm. 
 Children allowed to contact their family, even when the child is 
at risk of harm by the family, if it is the wish of the child, if it is 
in his/her best interests and if the visit takes place under the 
supervision of the staff. 
 If possible, budget allowances for visiting relatives of children 
 Children allowed to go out of the facility to make friendship 
with neighbours, school friends and the community, and meet 
with their family or friends who visit them during the 
appropriate hours, except in some special circumstances where 




 Children have access to basic education for at least nine years 
 Formal and non-formal education offered 
 Non-formal education includes literacy and numeracy classes 
to prepare child for formal education or vocational training 
 Children are allowed to their own choices and vocational 
training which are not discriminate by gender 
 Children given education on rights of the child, social morality, 
hygiene, HIV/AIDS, general and reproductive health and other 
topics which are appropriate to the age of the child and favour 
the child’s development 
 Children given training on self-protection methods to avoid 
being trafficked, abused and exploited 
 Children provided with books and materials for their education 
and vocational training and a quiet place to study 
 Children offered further education and vocational training 
according to their age, choice and market needs for children 
who drop out of school but who want to study 
√ Participation 
 All children have: 
 Right to participate in the process of planning their future 
 Right to express their own views which are reasonable and 
achievable for their future 
 Right to participate in decision-making on their family and 
reintegration, and the child’s opinions are carried out as far as 
their security, safety and wellbeing allow 
 Right to participate in arranging their living space and making 
major changes in the facility such as daily activities, sleeping 
arrangement, sudden influx of new children or leaving of 
caretaker, and their opinions are carried out as far as their 
security, safety and wellbeing allow 
 Right to be aware of and understand the Minimum Standards 
as well as the Convention of the Rights of the Child, and the 
facility shall teach them about their own rights 
 Right to have full access to their personal information, files or 
records, including life history and medical records, but the files 
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shall be kept confidential 
 Encouragement to form a Children’s Committee to discuss and 
exchange ideas in the facility on rules and regulations and any 
other decisions and issues relating to their living 
 Permission for a representation from the Children’s Committee 
to regularly report to the facility director/board, and the 
children’s opinions must be taken into account when decisions 
are made 
 Education to participate in daily chores that are appropriate to 
their age and capacity, and which are not hazardous to their 
health or development or affect time devoted to education and 
leisure. The facility shall provide adequate supervision when 
the children learn essential life skills, eg. boiling water, cooking 
rice, etc. 
 Protection from discrimination against their participation in 
daily life in the facility 
 Right to access their own files within office hours. If the files 
are traumatic, the facility shall provide counselling before and 
after letting the child read the files. Visitors are only told a 
child’s information if the child gives his/her permission. Giving 
child’s information on abuse, HIV/AIDS and family background 
to visitors shall be limited and the best interest of the child 
must be taken into account 
 Free time every day to read books, newspapers, magazines; 
watch TV and listen to radio appropriate to their age, in 
particular information on child-related events. However, the 
children must not be allowed to access pornography or other 
materials harmful to them 
 Encouragement to participate in national and international 
holidays, such as Khmer New Year, Pchum Ben, Water Festival, 
International New Year, International Children’s Day, etc, and 
other religious ceremonies noted by the government 
 Encouragement to take part in certificate presentation 
ceremonies, field trips and other activities related to their 
education and training 
 Permission to attend family ceremonies, such as weddings and 
funerals, if they wish and if it will not jeopardize the child’s 
safety and wellbeing 
 Encouragement to learn about and exercise their own cultural 
identity, as well as to understand cultures from around the 
world, and children are provided the opportunity for at least 
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one hour per day to exercise and play games in an open yard 
 Ability to choose activities they wish to be involved in, with no 
activities compulsory except those which are the child’s daily 
responsibilities 
 Permission to stop any activity whenever their health, safety 
and development do not allow 
 Assistance to children with disabilities according to their needs 
for their movement and to participate in education and daily 
activities 
√ Discipline  
 Corporal punishment is strictly prohibited in the program; 
discipline should not affect the child’s physical, mental, 
emotional and social development 
 Children are encouraged to be well-behaved, polite, and gentle 
and to have solidarity and dignity 
 Children are only disciplined when they disobey the rules 
 Negative comments about the child’s behaviour must not take 
place in front of other people or children 
 Staff members are expected to observe the facility’s rules and 
regulations and to be a good example for the children 
 
PREMISES AND BUILDING 
√ Premises have: 
 A plot of land which is at least 2,000 square metres of land, the 
bigger the better, for provincial/municipal and rural facilities.  
 For crowded places, in particular Phnom Penh, monitoring and 
evaluation by and permission from the Ministry of Social 
Affairs, Veterans and Youth Rehabilitation (MoSVY) are needed 
 Good environment both inside and outside the facility 
 A garden, flag mast and space for children to do exercise, 
recreation and sports. Ponds and lakes are fenced off 
 Land for home gardening to serve daily life of the facility, and 
the facility educates children to love doing agriculture and 
raising animals 
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 A rubbish dump and proper and regular disposal of rubbish 
 A sewerage and drainage system 
 Animal raising area which is far from the office and living area 
 A fence and lights to ensure safety of the facility 
 A fence and lights to ensure safety of the facility 
√ Buildings have: 
 Good condition which is in keeping with the average standard 
of living in Cambodia 
 Windows that favour light and ventilation 
 Protective system to ensure safety of the children, including 
proper installation of electricity and gas, and sewerage system 
 Proper rubbish bins 
 Toilet and bathroom facilities that can be accessed at any time 
by children including children with disabilities, and separate 
toilets and bathrooms for girls 
 Bedroom of an appropriate size to install 10 to 12 beds of 
children 
 Age and gender appropriate sleeping arrangements 
 Space for closets to properly store all the children’s belongings 
 Hall for children to study together in their free time such as 
foreign languages or for children to watch TV 
 Kitchen and joint dining room for children living in each house 
 Health consultation room for minor sickness 
 Easy access for children with disabilities !
FACILITY MANAGEMENT 
√ Responsibilities of Management 
 Monthly reports submitted to MoSVY 
 For each child, there is a written agreement with the child’s 
previous caregiver and the child, whenever possible, when the 
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child is transferred or admitted to the facility. The agreement 
shall be certified by commune/sangkat authorities 
 Commune/sangkat authorities are informed immediately when 
the child leaves the facility or in case of death, abduction or the 
child going missing, in order to take appropriate action. At the 
same time, the provincial/municipal 
 Department of Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth 
Rehabilitation (DoSVY) are immediately informed in order to 
collaborate in taking action 
 Program has written guidelines to ensure the child’s 
background files are kept confidential 
 Program has written guidelines with the approval of MoSVY 
which set out procedures for recruitment of employees, board 
of directors/advisory council candidates, volunteers and 
interns 
 All new staff are provided orientation training and  serve a 
probation period 
 Program has regulations for management, staff and children. 
The regulations set out what is appropriate behaviour to 
protect children from abuse and management and staff from 
false accusation of inappropriate behaviour or abuse, as well as 
the disciplinary action that shall be taken with management 
and staff in case of wrongdoing, including action that may be 
taken under the law. 
 All visitors wishing to enter the facility must obtain permission 
from management first. Management appoint one staff-member 
to accompany the visitor all the time. 
 Staff/children ratios are respected: 
• There is regularly one caregiver for 3 babies under the 
age of 1 year. 
• There is regularly one caregiver for 5 children from 1 to 3 
years old. 
• There is regularly one caregiver for 10 to 15 children over 
the age of 3 year. 
• There is regularly one caregiver for 2 babies or children 
with serious disabilities or AIDS. 
 Information about the child is gathered from parents, other 
members of the family, guardian, child him/herself, 
neighbours, authorities 
 Family circumstances and reason why the child is brought to 
the facility is assessed, such as vulnerable children, abused 
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children, orphans, abandoned children, children with 
HIV/AIDS, children who abuse drugs, etc. 
 Collected information of the child is kept confidential except 
when it is in the child’s best interest 
 Possibility of reintegration is evaluated every year 
 Arrangements are made for the child to obtain birth 
registration immediately, if the birth of child is unregistered 
√ Caregivers’ Requirements 
 All caregivers are from 25 to 55 years of age and healthy, have 
at least finished primary school, and have good behaviour and 
be pro-active in providing care to children 
 Caregivers for children under 6 are women or married couples 
 Caregivers are given training on: 
• Orientation related to child-care skills and regular 
capacity-building on child development and caring, in 
particular specialised care for vulnerable children such as 
training on disabilities, abuse, HIV/AIDS, etc. The 
caregivers shall also receive training on counselling and 
the importance of listening and how to listen to children. 
• Basic rights of the child, law and other legal instruments 
related to child abuse, neglect and exploitation. 
• Identification of child abuse. 
• Possible impact of abuse on children and actions to be 
taken when it is suspected that abuse has occurred or is 
occurring.\ 
 Caregiver build good relationship and trust with children in 
order to meet their psychological needs and keep children’s 
history confidential. 
 Caregivers respect and implement the staff roster in accordance 
with their contract and regulations of the facility 
 Caregivers and cooks are provided with training and 
understanding on how to provide a nutritionally balanced diet 
√ Complaints and Legal Protection 
 Management and staff of the facility ensure that children are 
informed of their rights and procedures to make a complaint 
 An incident management plan for handling any allegations or 




 This incident management plan will consist of: 
• Comprehensive consistent legal complaint procedures. 
• Referral process to give children access to counselling 
and/or other services. 
• The nomination of a Case Management Officer, who is 
responsible for overseeing the full investigation of each 
allegation to ensure that the due legal process is followed 
through. Results of the investigations cannot be settled 
through compensation. 
• The nomination of an independent adult observer for the 
child, to provide support throughout the investigation 
 This incident management plan ensures that: 
• The child knows clearly who to talk to if there is 
misconduct. 
• Actions are taken to protect the child and ensure that 
he/she is not re-victimised. 
• There is a thorough investigation of the suspected abuse, 
and that the rights of the alleged perpetrator are 
respected pending the outcome of the investigation. 
• In cases of serious allegations against a staff member, the 
management of the facility shall apply temporary 
suspension pending the outcome of the investigation. 
 Children’s complaints are listened to and dealt with promptly 
and seriously, in accordance with the regulations of the facility 
or institution and the Convention on the Rights of the Child 
 The case file and investigation is kept confidential from non-
essential personnel 
 Reporting mechanisms are in place  to report incidents to 
MoSVY. 
√ Record Keeping 
 The facility makes and maintains an individual case file for 
each child, which is kept in a safe and confidential place, with 
a staff member responsible for it 
 Individual case file for each child consists of the following 
information: 
• Child’s full name and other names the child may be 
called, photograph, sex and date and place of birth. 
• Name, age, address and occupation of parents, siblings, 
relatives or previous caregiver. 
• Date and reason(s) the child was brought to the facility or 
the child left the previous facility. 
• Personal information about the child related to visits from 
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or to the child’s family, education, behaviour, discipline 
and why it was given, medical status or accidents, 
treatments, vaccinations or advice from doctors who 
provided treatment. 
• Date of exit from the facility and the destination after 
leaving the facility. 
• The child’s individual case file is up-to-date and when the 
child leaves the facility, a copy of the file is given to the 
child or to his/her next guardian. 
 Assessment is conducted of family/home circumstances of the 
child to ascertain whether abuse has occurred or if there is a 
risk of abuse in the future 
 Information obtained from family assessments is included in 
case plans for the child, including plans for contact with family 
members or friends 
 Information is gathered from parents, other family members, 
the child, neighbours and local authorities; strict attention is 
















































































!The!f llowing!are!ref r nc s directly!linked!to!the!Assessment!Worksheets.!!
PROTECTION!–!Staff!&!Organizations!
iCambodian!Labour!Law,!October!25,!1998.!!See!Appendix!A!for!detailed!Checklist!of!Staff!
Policy!
iiNGO!Good!Practice!Project:!Code!of!Ethical!Principles!and!Minimum!Standards!for!NGOs!in!
Cambodia,!Revision!8.!December!2006%iii!Prakas!on!Minimum!Standards!for!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!Trafficking!
(September!2009),!Article!8!To!be!able!to!effectively!and!successfully!help!victims!of!human!
trafficking,!it!is!important!that!service!providers!are!physically!and!psychologically!healthy!
and!wise;!therefore!service!providers!shall!comply!with!the!guidelines!below:!1.!Self]care!of!
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Service!Providers…etc.!(p.33)!2.!Managers!of!service!providers!shall!provide!staff!under!their!
supervision!with!the!opportunity!to!reduce!their!stress!…!etc.,!(p.!34.)!iv!Prakas!on!Minimum!Standards!for!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!Trafficking!
(September!2009),!Article!8.!Section!1!!Self!Care!for!Service!Providers:!Service!providers!shall!
be!cautious!in!their!work!with!victims!and!ensure!that!they!are!sufficiently!capable!to!take!
actions!to!protect!their!victims!physical!and!emotional!safety!(p.33).!!
v!Chab!Dai!and!its!members!have!a!resource!pool!of!expertise!that!can!be!tapped!for!this!
purpose!if!needed.!vi!Prakas!on!Minimum!Standards!for!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!Trafficking!
(September!2009),!Article!8.!Section!1!!Self!Care!for!Service!Providers:!!Service!providers!shall!
take!steps!to!continually!refresh!their!knowledge!and!activities!and!update!their!work]related!
skills!to!maximize!their!effectiveness!of!service!provision.!vii!VIVA!QIS!on!Child!Protection!has!a!Child!Protection!Employee!Survey!form!that!can!help!
your!organization!to!assess!your!organization!is!in!relation!to!the!standards.!!See!Appendix!C.!
Employee!Survey!and!Appendix!D.!Child!Protection!Standards!Checklist!for!reference.!
viii!UNCRC!Article!14!“Freedom!of!thought,!conscience!and!religion!
!
PROTECTION!–!Clients!&!Communities!!
ix!Minimum!standards!on!Care!for!Children,!UNCRC!and!Keeping!Children!Safe!Coalition!Child!
Protection!Standards!
x!Refer!to!Appendix!E.!Chab!Dai!Media!Policy!2010!
xiLaw!on!the!Suppression!of!Human!Trafficking!and!Sexual!Exploitation!(2008),!Article!49!and!
Prakas!on!Minimum!Standards!for!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!Trafficking,!
Article!12,!p.!36.!Sept!2009!
!
PROTECTION!–!Chab!Dai!Members!
xiiPrakas!on!Minimum!Standards!for!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!Trafficking,!
Article!12,!p.!36.!Sept!2009.!
xiii!Chab!Dai!provides!training!and!assistance!with!the!writing!and!implementing!of!Child!
Protection!Policies!upon!request.!
xiv!Chab!Dai!promotes!a!Biblical!response!related!to!resolving!CPP!issues!as!in!Matthew!18:5,!
and!Chab!Dai!is!open!to!accepting!reports!or!requests!for!assistance!when!appropriate.!!
!
PROTECTION!C!Donors!
xvPrakas!on!the!!Minimum!Standard!for!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!
Trafficking,!MOSAVY!No.!857!S.V.Y,!3rd!September!2009!
!
COLLABORATION!–!Chab!Dai!Members!
xviPrakas!on!the!Minimum!Standards!for!Protection!of!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!Trafficking,!!
Case!Management,!Article!11.!9!To!ensure!better!documentation,!service!providers!shall!
comply!with!annex!containing!7!forms!and!2!special!forms!found!in!the!Directive!No.!009!
S.V.Y.!dated!Sept!28th,!20087!on!reintegration!and!follow!up!on!victims!residing!in!
government!and!non]government!organization!shelters.!
!
PARTICIPATION!–!Clients!&!Communities!!
xvii!UNCRC!Article!13,!“Right!to!express!opinions!and!be!heard”!xviiiNGO!GPP:!Governance!and!Professional!Practice.!December!2010.Standard!on!
Governance2.2!
xix!NGO!GPP:!Governance!and!Professional!Practice.!December!2010.Standard!on!Human!
Resource!Management!7.5!
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!
TRANSPARENCY!–!Staff!&!Organizations!!
xx!NGO!GPP:!Governance!and!Professional!Practice,!December!2010.!Standard!on!Financial!
Management!5.3!
!
!
TRANSPARENCY!–!Clients!&!Communities!!
xxi!NGO!GPP!Standards!5.1!The!NGO!provides!members!of!the!public,!the!target!population,!
donors!and!governments!with!accurate!information!about!their!activities,!finances!and!other!
relevant!information.!!Tearfund!ROOTS!5.!Accountability:!We!need!to!show!those!who!give!us!
resources!and!those!who!benefit!from!our!work!that!we!are!using!our!resources!wisely.!
!
TRANSPARENCY!–!Donors!
xxii!NGO!GPP:!Governance!and!Professional!Practice.!December!2010.!Standard!on!Financial!
Management!4.1!The!NGO!has!an!annual!organization]wide!financial!audit!by!a!registered!
audit!firm.!xxiii!NGO!GPP:!Governance!and!Professional!Practice.!December!2010.!Standard!on!Financial!
Management!4.2!The!NGO!has!and!implements!clear!written!financial!management!policies,!
procedure!and!associated!systems.!
xxiv!VIVA’s!Financial!Accountability!Employee!Survey!and!Financial!Accountability!Standards.!
xxv&NGO!GPP:!Governance!and!Professional!Practice.!December!2010.!Standard!on!Quality!
Assurance!6.1:!The!NGO!conducts!regular!monitoring!and!evaluation!of!its!program/projects.&
xxvi&NGO!GPP:!Standards!5.1!The!NGO!provides!members!of!the!public,!the!target!population,!
donors!and!governments!with!accurate!information!about!their!activities,!finances!and!other!
relevant!information.!!Tearfund!ROOTS!5.!Accountability:!We!need!to!show!those!who!give!us!
resources!and!those!who!benefit!from!our!work!that!we!are!using!our!resources!wisely.!
!
TRANSPARENCY!C!Government!
xxviiMoSAVY!Minimum!Standards!for!the!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!
Trafficking,!September!2009,!Chapter!1:General!Provision,!Article!5!states!that!“!National!
and!International!NGO!implementing!programs!or!sponsoring!programs!and!involving!the!
protection!of!the!rights!of!victims!of!human!trafficking!throughout!the!Kingdom!of!Cambodia!
shall!sign!an!MOU!with!MoSAVY.!Section!VII.2.d.!NGOs!working!with!victims!of!human!
trafficking!shall!request!permission!for!and!sign!a!Memorandum!of!Understanding!with!the!
MoSAVY.!xxviii!Policy!on!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!Trafficking.!MoSAVY!No.!
062.S.V.Y.!August!31,!2009.!!Section!VII.!2.!Commitment!of!Government!Officials!and!NGO!
agents!to!Protect!the!Rights!of!Victims.!C.!Monitor,!Follow!Up!and!evaluate!activities,!provide!
reports!as!well!as!assist!in!facilitation!of!the!monitoring,!follow!up!and!evaluation!by!officials!
of!MoSAVY!in!accordance!with!the!policy!and!minimum!standards.!
xxixMoSAVY!Minimum!Standards!for!the!Protection!of!the!Rights!of!Victims!of!Human!
Trafficking,!September!2009,!ChabterIII:!Case!Management,!Article!9:!“!Shelters!of!
government!and!NGO!that!sign!an!agreement!with!MoSAVY!shall!implement!the!phases!of!
the!process!of!reintegration!and!follow!up,!as!outlined!in!the!directive!No.!009!S.V.Y.!dated!
September!28th,!2007!of!MoSAVY!on!the!Reintegration!and!Follow!Up!of!victims!residing!in!
the!government!and!NGO!shelters!as!follows:!1.!Phase!of!Pre]!Reintegration;!2:!Phase!of!
Reintegration;!3:!Type!1!of!Follow!Up!and!4:!Type!2!of!Follow!Up.!
